Networks have developed very quickly, allowing the speedy transfer of image information through Internet. However, the openness of these networks poses a serious threat to the security of image information. The field of image encryption has drawn attention for this reason. In this paper, the concepts of 1-dimensional DNA cellular automata and T-DNA cellular automata are defined, and the concept of reversible T-DNA cellular automata is introduced. An efficient approach to encryption involving reversible T-DNA cellular automata as an encryption tool and natural DNA sequences as the main keys is here proposed. The results of a simulation experiment, performance analysis, and comparison to other encryption algorithms showed this algorithm to be capable of resisting brute force attacks, statistical attacks, and differential attacks. It also enlarged the key space enormously. It meets the criteria for one-time pad and resolves the problem that one-time pad is difficult to save.
Introduction
As image information has become widely transmitted via Internet, the security of that image information has become more and more important [1, 2] . By using image encryption algorithms, the sender encrypts the plaintext into the ciphertext. Only the authorized receiver could decrypt the ciphertext with the secret key(s) to obtain the plaintext [3, 4] . The image encryption methods mainly include seven types, namely, mathematical concept-based image encryption techniques, secret segmentation and secret sharing-based image encryption techniques, compression methodology-based image encryption techniques, modern cryptography mechanism-based image encryption technique, the transform domain-based image encryption techniques, chaos-based image encryption techniques, and DNA cryptography-based image encryption techniques. Mathematical concept-based image encryption techniques are to apply the mathematical problems to design the encryption algorithms [5] . Secret segmentation is that the information is separated into a lot of pieces, and every piece does not have the individual meanings [6, 7] . The main idea of compression methodology-based image encryption techniques is that the compressed image is encrypted [8] . Modern cryptography mechanism-based image encryption techniques are to consider the entire 2D image data as a 1D textual bitstream and then to apply any conventional cipher that has been validated in modern cryptography such as DES (Data Encryption Standard), IDEA (International Data Encryption Algorithm), and AES (Advanced Encryption Standard) to encrypt [9] . The main idea of the transform domain-based image encryption is that the digital image is operated in the transform domain. Then the pretreated information is encrypted by using other techniques especially chaos [10, 11] . The pretreatment techniques include fractional Fourier transform (FRT), Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT), and so on. A large number of image encryption algorithms based on chaos have been proposed. Of these chaos-based algorithms, image encryption algorithms are one of the most important. Unfortunately, many of these approaches have been shown to be insecure [12] [13] [14] [15] . DNA-cryptography-based encryption is also an area of furious activity. The security mainly depends on the restrictions of biotechnology, which have nothing to do with computing power [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] .
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In the traditional image encryption methods, mathematical formulas or mathematical model is used through limited iterative calculation so as to achieve the purpose of encryption. Decryption is the inverse of the encryption process. These methods only own computational security. In other words, when the attacker has unlimited computing power, these cryptosystems can be cracked theoretically. With computer technology becoming more updated and the continuous development of cryptanalysis, many traditional encryption methods which were considered to be safe in the past have become no longer strong. Only one-time pad is still safe. Though one-time pad is the most safe encryption method at present, because it is very difficult to save a huge one-time pad, so the use of the existing one-time pad is limited to a great extent. At present, DNA cryptography has made some achievements, but DNA-cryptography-based image encryption is still immature and there are a lot of problems that require solutions. For example, encoding process is complicated, and biological operation error is bigger, and the experimental cost is expensive. In DNA experiment, the error is accumulated in the product way, so the success rate of each step is must be very high. Otherwise, the results may differ with the actual message. However, the biological level does not completely meet the requirements of high success rate. The laboratory with the excellent equipment is needed to complete a series of experiments, so the cost of experiment is very high. Therefore, based on some biological characteristics of DNA computing, it has become the most feasible way that the existing biological operation simulation system is used to execute pseudo operation of DNA computing in order to realize the information encryption. In this paper, we focus on a new approach to image encryption based on reversible T-DNA cellular automata. This method is the combination of DNA computing and cellular automata. In this way, natural DNA sequences can serve as excellent one-time pads. Therefore, not only does this encryption method inherit the high security of one-time pad, but also the operation is simple and the implementation is easy. The concept of 1-dimensional DNA cellular automata is defined, and the concept of T-DNA cellular automata is introduced. Reversible T-DNA cellular automata, DNA key matrix, and the flow of the encryption algorithm are also discussed. The results of relevant experiments and of algorithm performance analysis are shown.
DNA Cellular Automata
2.1. 1-Dimensional DNA Cellular Automata. Cellular automata (CA) make up a dynamic system in which space and time are discrete [23] . The cells, which are arranged in the form of a regular lattice structure, have a finite number of states. These states are updated synchronously according to a specified local rule of interaction. In this paper, a 1-dimensional DNA cellular automaton is defined. It consists of a line of cells. A DNA sequence contains four nucleic acid bases, A (adenine), C (cytosine), G (guanine), and T (thymine). A and T complement each other, and C and G complement each other. A given node here serves as one of four state values, ∈ = {A, C, G, T}, and the neighborhood radius is . The nodes closest to node are those to its left and right. In that way, node has a local neighborhood of 2r cells, and :
2 +1 → is the transfer function at discrete time. The state of at time + 1 is determined by the states of the cells within its neighborhood at time , and let
where +1 represents the state of the th cell at discrete time + 1.
Consider a 1-dimensional, = 1 DNA cellular automaton. At discrete time , the state of the th cell is , whose two neighbors are in the following states: −1 and +1 . The evolution of the cellular automata is expressed
2.2. T-DNA Cellular Automata. T-DNA cellular automaton (T-DNA CA) is a particular type of DNA cellular automata. It is described in detail here. The specified node and its three nearest neighbors (left, right, and bottom) form a T-shaped neighborhood. The state of the given node at time + 1 will be determined from the states of the nodes within itself. According to a specified rule, the state values are updated synchronously at discrete intervals for all cells. With a T-DNA cellular automaton, each cell can take any of the four bases {A, C, G, T}. When the radius = 1, the T-DNA cellular automaton is called an elementary T-DNA cellular automaton (ET-DNA CA). In that case, the closet nodes to the node are those to its left, right, and bottom. At discrete time , the state of the location ( , ) of the cell is , , and its three closest nodes are in the following states: , −1 , , +1 , and +1, . The evolution of T-DNA cellular automata is expressed
A New Image Encryption Scheme
3.1. RT-DNA Cellular Automata. Reversible cellular automata (RCA) [24] , known as invertible cellular automata, are cellular automata that preserve information completely. RCA are among the most closely studied types of cellular automata. Many studies have been performed on this subject since the early 1960s. In this section, the concept of reversible T-DNA cellular automata (RT-DNA CA) is introduced, and the means by which they can be used to encrypt and decrypt the image information are discussed. Based on the concept of EDNA CA and the concept of T-DNA CA, we give a special design method of T-DNA CA so that it can be appropriate for image encryption. The rules of EDNA CA and a ( = 0) DNA CA were here used to structure a special T-DNA CA by DNA XOR operation. This type of the above cellular automata is called a ST-DNA cellular automaton (ST-DNA CA). is the transfer function of EDNA CA at discrete time, and is the transfer function of ST-DNA CA at discrete time. The evolution is expressed
A simple example is shown in Figure 1 . In order to meet the specific requirements of image encryption, the ST-DNA CA given above must be improved. The newly produced cell was used instead of the original cell. The transfer function at discrete time of the improved ST-DNA CA is
The other ( = 0) DNA CA is then used ( 2 is the node of this DNA CA, 2 ∈ 2 = {A, C, G, T}) to improve the above ST-DNA CA further so as to produce the avalanche effect of encryption processes, and let
When the above ST-DNA CA is a reversible cellular automaton, here called a RT-DNA cellular automaton (RT-DNA CA). In the reverse process, each cell is replaced in by its predecessor cell backward. It can be written as
The original EDNA CA can be used to describe the original image, the ( = 0) DNA CA expresses the key, and the encryption and decryption processes are performed using the rule of RT-DNA CA. In this algorithm, DNA sequences are used instead of pixel gray values. For each pixel, the range of gray values was 0-255, specifically 00000000-11111111. Here, four bases were used to express each gray value, in which 00, 01, 10, and 11 were replaced by A, C, G, and T. For example, the binary string of a pixel gray value of 54 is 00110110, and the corresponding DNA sequence is ATCG. A simple example is shown in Figures 2 and 3 , in which Figure 2 shows the encryption processes using (6), and Figure 3 shows the decryption processes using (7) . The original pixel value is 210, and the original EDNA CA is TCAG. The given ( = 0) DNA CA is CAGC. After encryption, the gray value becomes 233. Figure 2 : Encryption processes by RT-DNA CA. 
DNA Sequence Operation

DNA XOR Operation.
A new DNA XOR operation is here defined. It can achieve exclusive XOR operation between two DNA sequences. Table 1 shows the rules underlying DNA XOR operation. For example, A and T are processed with C, respectively, producing C and G. C and G are satisfied with the Watson-Crick complement regulation.
DNA Multiplication Operation.
A DNA multiplication operation that can work on two sequences is here defined. Table 2 shows the rule of DNA multiplication operation. As shown in Table 2 , any pair of complementary bases by DNA multiplication operation with any base is also complementary. For example, A and T are processed with C, producing G and C. G and C are satisfied with the WatsonCrick complement regulation.
DNA Matrix Multiplication Operation.
In this paper, a new rule of DNA matrix multiplication operation is Table 2 : Multiplication operation of DNA sequence. . The formula is written as 11 12 . . . 
The inner elements ( 1 2 ) in the matrix are calculated according to the rule of DNA multiplication operation, as shown in Table 2 . For example, 1 = [ACGT]
−1 and 2 = [CTAG] are set; hence their multiplication is written as
. (9) 3.3. Modified DNA Matrix. Here, we designed modified DNA matrix. The gray image × is × in size. is the gray value of the image pixel, where = 1, 2, . . . , and = 1, 2, . . . , .
Step 1. SUM and sum are calculated. SUM is the sum of all pixel values of the image, and let
Step 2. A modified value DNA was designed
where is weight (the weights of A, C, G, and T are 0, 1, 2, and 3, resp.) and is the length of the DNA sequence. One DNA sequence is transformed into a decimal.
Step 3. The original value 0 of chaos is calculated, and let
Step 4. The chaotic sequence is produced using Logistic Map:
according to the original value 0 and the given , whose length is × × 4.
Step 5. A new sequence is produced by
Step 6. is converted to one DNA matrix , whose size is × ( × 4).
Algorithm Design.
In this paper, the original image was encrypted in the light of the definition of RT-DNA cellular automata using a DNA key matrix. Boundary conditions select periodic boundary conditions. There are two types of image encryption techniques, pixel permutation, and pixel diffusion. The encryption process includes XOR operation, which can cause pixel diffusion. At the same time, the preceding nodes affect the subsequent nodes, and the state of node can move backwards. Because periodic boundary conditions are adopted, the node in the rearmost position can act on the node in the first position. After several iterations, pixel permutation is achieved. Figure 4 shows a flow chart of this algorithm. The encryption approach is as follows. Step 2. Convert the image to a binary matrix, and then perform DNA encoding on the binary matrix to produce a DNA matrix 0 , × ( × 4) in size.
Step 3. Gain DNA key matrix key . Two natural DNA sequences, 1 and 2 , serve as the main keys. Then, the sequence is produced through enlargement of the sequences 1 and 2 , whose lengths are and × 4, respectively. Then the DNA key matrix key is produced according to DNA matrix multiplication operation.
Step 4. Generate a DNA encryption matrix . 0 and the above DNA key matrix key are calculated according to the new RT-DNA cellular automaton rule shown.
Step 5. Generate the chaotic sequence . According to the pixel values of the image and DNA sequence, the original value 0 of the Logistic Map can be calculated. Then, the chaotic sequence can be generated using the original value 0 and the given , whose length is × × 4.
Step 6. Generate the modified DNA matrix . The threshold function ( ) can be used to produce a new sequence . Its length is × × 4. Then can be converted to one DNA template, , whose size is × ( × 4).
Step 7. Generate a DNA-modified encryption matrix em . and the DNA matrix are calculated using a DNA XOR operation, and DNA-modified encryption matrix em is generated.
Step 8. Gain the encrypted image 1 . Perform the inverse processes of DNA encoding for the DNA encryption matrix em , and then gain the gray value matrix ( , ). The encrypted image 1 is gained.
The processes of the decryption algorithm are the reverse of those involved in encryption. The recipient receives the encrypted image 1 through the insecure channel and receives the secret keys through the secure channel from the senders. Recipients use keys to decrypt the encrypted image in light of the reverse operation of the encryption algorithm.
Experimental Results
In this paper, the results of a simulation were analyzed. They confirmed that the validity and effectiveness of the presented approach are demonstrated. For the original gray Lena image that is gained from http://www.cs.cmu.edu/∼chuck/lennapg/ 256 × 256 in size, Matlab was used to simulate the present algorithm under the established conditions: the keys were 3053, 4, 57, 4321, 11, 50, 3.95, and 3. Two natural DNA sequences were used. The first one is a Gene ID of 3053 and its length is 57 from the 4th base. Another is a Gene ID of 4321 and its length is 50 from the 11th base. The given is 3.95, and the encryption processes were performed 3 times.
The experimental results are shown in Figure 5 . Figure 5(a) shows the original image, and Figure 5(b) is the encrypted image. When the recipient receives the true keys, the encrypted image can be encrypted using the decryption algorithm, and the decrypted image is shown in Figure 5 (c).
The experimental results show that the new encryption approach is feasible and satisfactory.
Algorithm Performance Analysis
Key Space Analysis.
According to the hypothesis proposed by Kerckhoff, it must be assumed that the attacker knows all relevant information except for the secret key. Consequently, the key space must be large enough to repel a brute force attack. In nature, DNA sequences can vary considerably in both primary structure and length. Even in the same DNA sequence, the length and primary structure can seem to differ if a different start position is selected. In this way, natural DNA sequences can serve as excellent onetime pads. Recent developments in genetic engineering have increased contents of gene banks to tremendous proportions. In this approach to encryption, natural DNA sequences served as primary secret keys. The key space of the present algorithm is 4 + ×4 , where and are the number of rows and columns in the image, respectively. For a gray image 256 × 256 in size, the key space is 4 256+256×4 = 2 2560 . A comparison to other encryption algorithms is shown in Table 3 . This table shows the largest key space of the algorithms in previous studies to be 10 157 . The key space of the present algorithm is 2 2560 , suggesting that it would be able to resist brute force attacks more easily. This meets the criteria for a one-time pad. Key management problems are not an issue. Only the Gene ID, starting location, and length of the DNA sequences need to be transmitted. The recipient can retrieve the DNA sequence itself from GenBank.
Key Sensitivity
Analysis. The algorithm was tested with various decryption keys for further analysis of key sensitivity. For example, the decryption keys are 3053, 4, 57, 4320, 11, 50, 3.95, and 3. Figure 6(a) shows the original image, and Figure 6 (b) shows encrypted images. Figure 6 (c) shows image decrypted using the wrong keys. This image is different 6 Discrete Dynamics in Nature and Society considerably from the original image, providing almost no information about the original image.
Correlation Coefficient Analysis.
In this section, the correlation between two adjacent pixels of the encrypted image was evaluated statistically. First, 3000 pairs of adjacent pixels were randomly selected in the horizontal, vertical, and diagonal directions respectively.
Comparison with other encryption algorithms is shown in Table 4 . This table shows that the present algorithm is as effective as the others.
Differential Attack.
Differential attacks take place when attackers make slight changes to the original image. The proposed algorithm was here used to encrypt the original image before and after one pixel being changed. This was [7] N/A Fail Fail Fail Reference [12] 93.6768% Fail Fail Fail Reference [13] 99.8093% Pass Pass Pass Reference [14] 99.72% Pass Pass Pass Ours 99.5619% Fail Pass Pass [7] N/A Fail Fail Fail Reference [12] 33.3464% Pass Pass Pass Reference [13] 45.6606% Fail Fail Fail Reference [14] 32.82% Fail Fail Fail Ours 33.3315% Fail Pass Pass of pixels change rate) and UACI (unified average changing intensity) as criteria for examination of the ability of an algorithm to resist differential attack. In one previous study, authors established a mathematical model of ideally encrypted images and derived expectations and variances of NPCR and UACI [25] . In the present paper, these theoretical values were used to analyze our NPCR and UACI. The results of the present algorithm were compared to those produced by five other algorithms according to criteria established in a previous study [25] (Tables 5 and 6 ). Table 5 shows a NPCR test of different image encryption algorithms, and Table 6 shows a UACI test. There were 6 criteria across 3 levels. The other algorithms failed at last in 3 criteria, and the first and second algorithms failed all of them. For the present algorithm, only one criterion did not meet the theoretical values, and it is fairly close to the theoretical value. This comparison demonstrates that the present algorithm can resist differential attack very effectively.
Comparison with Others' Work.
A large number of image encryption algorithms have been proposed. Chaos-based image encryption research is a very important field. A lot of chaos-based image encryption schemes have been proposed. Unfortunately, many of these schemes have been found to be insecure, especially against known and chosen-plaintext attacks. Some CA-based algorithms have also been presented. However, the disadvantages are very obvious. For example, an excess of information must be transferred through secure channels. Researchers have shown that traditional image encryption schemes other than those involving one-time pad involve only computational security. DNA cryptographybased image encryption has become a hot research field. The main security basis depends on the limits of biotechnology, which have nothing to do with computing power. For example, Clelland et al. [16] proposed an approach based on microdots. In this approach, the researchers produced artificial DNA strands containing secret messages. However, the current method of DNA cryptography-based image encryption is still in the immature stage. The main difficulties involved in DNA cryptography-based image encryption are the absence of effective secure theory and the simple and realizable method. The results of the encryption only depend on the physical means of transmission. Tables 7 and 8 show a comparison of results produced by present and other algorithms. Table 7 shows comparison with simulation algorithms. Five different encryption algorithms have been evaluated in previous studies [2, 7, [12] [13] [14] . The first algorithm involves the general cellular automata technique. The second involves the elliptical curve ElGamal encryption. A spatiotemporal chaotic system is used in the third. The fourth one and the last one use chaos to encrypt the image. The five previous algorithms and the present algorithm . The encrypted sequences generated by keys in algorithms showed some connection between elements. In other words, the back element is produced by the front element and one or more functions, such as chaos maps. Attackers may find the entire encrypted sequence by analyzing some of the elements. However, the main keys of the present algorithm are natural DNA sequences, and any bases in the key sequence cannot be affected by other bases. This meets the property of one-time pads. In this way, the present algorithm not only has advantages over other algorithms, but also enlarges key space enormously. This may be used to save one-time pads. Table 8 shows a comparison of DNA cryptography-based algorithms. Seven encryption algorithms based on DNA cryptography have been evaluated in previous studies [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . The first algorithm [16] uses base redundancy. DNA microdots and PCR were used in the second algorithm [17] . The third and fourth algorithms [18, 19] rely on DNA microarrays. The fifth one [20] uses the DNA binary sequence rule. The sixth one [21] uses DNA self-assembly technique. The last algorithm [22] encrypted the data using a new DNA encoding rule. The first six different encryption algorithms have been used in biotic experiments. These six algorithms can all be used to encrypt text information, but they are fit to encrypt image information except for the fourth one. Although the fourth encryption algorithm can encrypt binary image better, it cannot encrypt gray image and color image. Because of the encrypted boundedness of this kind of algorithm, the complicated bioexperimental operation and the high cost, its development has been limited considerably. The results of encryption must be transferred physically. For this reason, researchers have shifted their attention to computer simulations. They use computers to simulate bioexperiments and to use DNA sequences for encryption. The last algorithm presents a new DNA encoding approach that uses randomized assignments of unique error correcting DNA Hamming code words for single character in the extended ASCII set. This algorithm does not rely on biotic experiments and can easily encrypt text information. However, it is complicated to use this algorithm to encrypt the image. In the our paper, the newly defined concept of RT-DNA cellular automata served as an encryption tool and the natural DNA sequences served as the main keys. The present algorithm not only encrypts text and image information effectively but also does not require any complicated procedure or large expenses. The results can be transferred via the Internet.
Conclusion
The concept of RT-DNA cellular automata can be used to complete the encryption processes. The concepts of 1-dimensional DNA CA and T-DNA CA are defined here for the first time. RT-DNA CA is here used to encrypt the image. Experimental results showed this approach to be simple and feasible. Performance analysis showed that this approach meets security requirements and can resist exhaustive attacks very effectively.
